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SPEAKERSSPEAKERS

Michele & Kerry, Michele, Kerry

Michele  00:02
A few years ago, I got a mysterious package delivered to my doorstep. And, when I
opened the box, I found it was a bottle of pills labeled Viagra.

Kerry  00:15
Are you sure you didn't order it?

Michele  00:17
Well, since I so rarely suffer from erectile dysfunction,

Kerry  00:20
I mean, E.D. is pretty common.

Michele  00:22
I don't think I have the right equipment for that. Welcome to True Crime Cyber Geeks,
where we take a true-crime approach to all things cybersecurity. One of the things we got
asked about here on True Crime Cyber Geeks was about credit card theft. How can your
credit card number be stolen while the actual card is still in your wallet? So here, we'll talk
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about how this happens and what you can do about it. My co-host for this episode is
Kerry, who successfully, lived through the Crypto Wars episodes.

Kerry  01:13
Hello, Cyber Geeks.

Michele  01:14
Thank you so much for joining me. So we're gonna talk about credit cards tonight, Kerry.

Kerry  01:20
Oh good. How to use them? How to buy things with them?

Michele  01:27
That's perhaps a topic for another time. We're gonna talk now about how to keep your
credit card from being stolen from you or, what to do if it has been. So, I think we can all
agree that having your credit card stolen is annoying.

Kerry  01:50
Yes.

Michele  01:50
Most of us have been there, your wallet or purse is stolen. And you have to call all your
credit card companies, and cancel the cards, and wait for the new ones to arrive before
you can get on with your life, and it is a pain.

Kerry  02:00
It is. It is a huge pain.

Michele  02:03
So this has happened to you.
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Kerry  02:04
Amen.

Michele  02:05
All right. Also, if you make automatic payments off your credit card to your electric bill or
other bills like I do with pretty much all my bills. You do this?

Kerry  02:15
I do not. I'm sorry, but I just am too much of a control freak. I do not do auto-payments.
Especially, living in New Orleans, I don't trust the utilities. They charge ya' too much and I
know that they're gonna charge me $900 like they did last month. And I'm not paying it
automatically, I tell ya'.

Michele  02:28
Oh, okay, I can see that.

Kerry  02:30
But it just freakin' happened. It has taken me a month to get this sh*t resolved and it's still
not completely resolved. So if I do auto-pay, and they screw up and they charge my
account, the amount that they say I owe.

Michele  02:42
Right, you're never gonna get that money back.

Kerry  02:44
Or not for a long ass while. So, I don't do auto-pay unless it's a fixed amount that I know
every month is gonna be a fixed amount. Like my AT&T is $50 a month, period. That, I'll do
auto-pay.

Michele  02:53
But is it auto-pay to a credit card?
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Kerry  02:55
That's my debit card.

Michele  02:56
Right? We'll talk about debit cards later.

Kerry  02:57
Okay.

Michele  02:58
But every month I have Netflix...

Kerry  03:00
My Netflix too is auto-pay, on my regular credit card, my other credit card.

Michele  03:04
Okay, so you do have an automatic payment on your credit card.

Kerry  03:08
My bad, rewind.

Michele  03:14
Your wallet or purse is stolen. And you have to call all your credit card companies, and
cancel the cards, and wait for the new ones to arrive before you can get on with your life
and it is a pain.

Kerry  03:22
It is, it is a huge pain.

Michele  03:25
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And if you make automatic payments to things like say your Netflix, you have to go to all
these websites and reset all the payments to the new card when you finally get it. And if
you miss resetting any of these payments, you might be charged a late fee. All because
somebody stuck their hand in your pocket and pulled your credit cards out.

Kerry  03:45
I hate pickpockets.

Michele  03:46
I know, who doesn't? It's even more annoying when it all happens virtually. The piece of
plastic itself is still in your possession but somebody else, someone you don't know, has
been using your credit card to buy stuff. At least when the physical card is stolen you
know right away, right?

Kerry  04:03
Yeah, you see it gone.

Michele  04:04
Yeah. But, when it's done virtually you won't notice unless the bank sends you a fraud
alert, or you check your credit card statement and you find a suspicious charge. Well, this
type of credit card theft, by the way, is called a "card not present" theft. But how does it
happen? This type of theft, this, card not present theft, is incredibly frustrating. It is really
difficult to catch these people. Like, suppose someone in Nashville, Tennessee is using
your credit card number. That credit card, that is still in your wallet, to buy 16 buckets of
chicken at the Chicken Shack on Route 24. So you get a fraud alert, and you know it's
going down. So, you call the Nashville Police but, if you do, I'm pretty sure they'll just laugh
at you. They're not gonna drive down to the Chicken Shack with their sirens blazing to
catch somebody putting $80 worth of wings on your card. For one thing, by the time they
get there, those people will be long gone.

Kerry  05:13
So like if they knew me, they'd know I'm a vegan, and they knew I would never charge
anything, at the Chicken Shack, sorry.
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Michele  05:19
You think the police would care about that?

Kerry  05:21
Well, they would know it wasn't me.

Michele  05:23
Yeah, but you know, there was that time you almost bought chicken for your cat.
Remember that?

Kerry  05:28
I do buy chicken for my cats. But, the police want to catch these people as much as
anyone. Right?

Michele  05:34
Yeah... But you know, realize they have violent criminals, and drug dealers, and homicide,
and child abuse, and all that to deal with. Your whining about your $80.00 is a joke
compared to that, especially, since you weren't physically assaulted. And even if they did
catch your Chicken Shack thieves in the act, it's a long road to getting them convicted.
And then, the thieves would maybe get only a few months in jail, if anything.

Kerry  06:00
How's that possible.

Michele  06:00
It's just not considered to be that big a deal. It's about as serious as something like
shoplifting. Maybe, not even as bad as shoplifting. In a virtual credit card theft, there's no
physical theft, no violence involved, no weapons, no drugs, nobody got hurt.

Kerry  06:15
I got hurt.
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Michele  06:15
It's only $80. It's not even that much money. But, I know it feels like such a violation.
Doesn't it?

Kerry  06:20
But, they stole the chicken.

Michele  06:22
They did! They stole the chicken. The scary thing with this kind of credit card theft, you
have no idea who they are, where they are, or what they're doing! It's not even about
$80.00. It's like, how did they get my credit card number in the first place? And how many
other times has this happened and I didn't notice? And how can I keep it from happening
again? A few years ago, I got a mysterious package delivered to my doorstep. I hadn't
ordered anything in a while. So, I was curious. When I opened the box, I found it was a
bottle of pills labeled Viagra. I checked the mailing label, and sure enough, it had been
sent to me. On a hunch, I checked my credit card statement, and there it was, a charge to
the Viagara company, a charge I did not make. I managed to return the stuff and get a
refund.

Kerry  07:21
Are you sure you didn't order it?

Michele  07:23
Well, since I so rarely suffer from erectile dysfunction...

Kerry  07:27
I mean, E.D. is pretty common.

Michele  07:29
I don't think I have the right equipment for that.

Kerry  07:32
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There was an episode of "Sex in the City" where Samantha took Viagara... So you know,
according to that, it was like a good thing. Just saying.

Michele  07:41
I'll have to do further research on this matter. But anyway, I've returned it. I don't have it
anymore. Oh, well. Anyway, this happening, I kind of traced it back to this time that I
ordered some children's books online. Dr. Seuss books, actually, from a website that, you
know in retrospect, it looked kind of dodgy. You know, the price was really low and the
website looked really crappy and had bad fonts, and colors.

Kerry  08:08
So bad fonts are a sign of a scam website?

Michele  08:11
Well, it's a red flag. You know, it just looks unprofessional. Like, like they threw it together
really quickly.

Kerry  08:16
Okay, but the most important question is, did you ever get the Dr. Seuss books?

Michele  08:21
I did, actually, the books did show up. But I'm pretty sure the Viagara people got my credit
card number from the dodgy Dr. Seuss website. Well, you know at least both of them
shipped me some stuff, something to be said for that. But then, I had another strange
thing happen, this time with the Gap, where I used to buy a lot of my clothes.

Kerry  08:40
It's you.

Michele  08:42
What do you mean by that?
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Kerry  08:44
It's you. You're the one who's getting the strange packages. It's you!

Michele  08:47
It's me ... must be, just me. I'm the only person this is happening to. One month, a $60
charge from the Gap showed up on my credit card statement. It was a charge for clothes I
did not buy. I filed a claim for a refund, and I got one, but it took hours and it was super
annoying. Then I changed my credit card number and everything was fine. But the
strangest thing is all of this happened while my credit card was still in my wallet. My purse
hadn't been stolen. I hadn't been flashing my credit card around anywhere. So, what
happened? Credit card fraud costs merchants and payment card issuers billions of dollars
every year. And it's not just businesses that are affected. It's frustrating for consumers
when you have to file a claim and ask for a new card number. And for businesses, it's not
just the straight-up costs or refunds there are other less obvious costs too.

Kerry  09:54
Do tell...

Michele  09:55
Well, after that incident with my credit card at the Gap. For example, I have no never
bought anything there since. I just realized that the other day when I was writing about
this. You know, I bought clothes with the Gap regularly for decades. The whole thing with
the credit card just left a bad taste in my mouth. So while the Gap probably doesn't miss
my, you know, $300.00 a year? If you add it up to 1000s of people with that same bad
taste in their mouths, it probably does have an impact on the company. Same thing with
the big Target breach of 2013, where the hackers got 40 million credit card numbers.
Before the breach, I didn't really shop at Target very often, you know, maybe twice a year.
But since the breach seven years ago, I've avoided Target without really thinking about it.
Like, given a choice of where to shop, I just pass by the Target and go, maybe another
time, without really thinking about why. Again, this kind of attitude can add up to a lot of
consumers all of us passing on by Target, when before we might have gone in. And if their
sales go down, maybe they have to lay people off. So, the consequences can be far-
reaching. So, while we can measure the cost of breaches in terms of fraudulent sales that
have to be refunded, there's that additional cost of mistrust, of people who just don't want
to shop there anymore. It's kind of a big deal. I mean, has that happened to you with any
of the companies that had breaches?
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Kerry  11:27
You know, I've read about the breaches. But honestly, since I'm not as security-minded as
you, I probably just went ahead with life as normal.

Michele  11:38
You kept shopping.

Kerry  11:38
I kept shopping. Yeah.

Michele  11:40
Well, that's good. I'm sure they appreciate that.

Kerry  11:42
It's good for them. But obviously, from what we're reading, not too great for me

Michele  11:46
Well, it's probably fine. Because, probably after a breach, they're going to be even more
diligent, and trying to be secure, and trying to win consumers' trust back. But, I do know
that Target, I don't have an exact figure. But, I know they suffered a big slump in sales
right after the breach. But anyway, with it having such far-reaching effects, it really is a
big deal. And one of the worst things is there's not a lot you can do about it. Try to keep
your credit card from being stolen. You can monitor your transactions, and you can ask for
a new card when you need one. But that's about it.

Kerry  12:19
I don't like the sound of that.

Michele  12:20
Well, I didn't think you would. There's a couple of other things, but we'll talk about that
more later.
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Kerry  12:39
So, how does your credit card gets stolen when it's still in your wallet?

Michele  12:45
Well, there are actually a bunch of ways that it can happen. And, it's really hard to know
exactly which method was used. Now one of the most basic ones, this is called skimming.
This is when someone puts a fake cover on a credit card machine or an ATM on the actual
physical machine, on the part where you slide your card. And it has circuitry in it that
reads the card.

Kerry  13:08
Like a fake cover.

Michele  13:09
Yeah, it looks exactly like the machine. It's the same shape as the credit card machine or
the ATM place we put your card in. But it has electronics hidden inside it that will capture
your credit card information as soon as you slide your card in. But they work off the
magnetic strip on the credit card. So, if you only have chip cards. You know the kind when
you slide in just the end of it, you're not going to be a victim to that.

Kerry  13:32
So, it seems like it would be really easy to detect that though.

Michele  13:36
Well, some of them are really good. I mean, they look exactly like the cover of the thing.
But they're really easy to detect if you just sort of put your thumb on the corner of the
casing and just kind of press on it. And if there's a skimmer on top, it will jiggle a little bit,
the cover will jiggle.

Kerry  13:54
That's it. You just jiggle the cover.

Michele  13:56
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Michele  13:56
Yep. Don't be afraid to jiggle that cover. Don't be embarrassed. Just press your thumb
down and jiggle that cover.

Kerry  14:01
Jiggle that cover, that should totally be a jingle

Michele  14:05
Oh yes, here we go.

Michele & Kerry  14:09
Jiggle that cover, jiggle that cover. Real or fake? It's one or the other. If you jiggle that
cover. Jiggle that cover.

Michele  14:18
Find out if it's real or fake. Hey!

Kerry  14:22
Works for me man.

Michele  14:26
So, if you ever see me at an ATM, that's what I'm doing. I'm sure I look like a crazy person,
but I don't care. I stick my thumb on it. Give it a shove and they've got me on camera
there smiling into the camera. Push, push, trying to jiggle. So far, no jiggling has happened,
which is good. My ATM card has never been compromised.

Kerry  14:44
Mine neither, knock on wood. I consider myself lucky.

Michele  14:49
Oh, and then, now there is also shimming. Which is different from skimming in that it
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works on the chip cards. It's harder to detect, but it's also a lot less common. That hacker
takes a little strip of plastic, really, really tiny. And it jams it into the end of the card reader
where you slide in your card. So, if your card gets kind of stuck, that's a sign that maybe
there is one of these little shimming strips in there.

Kerry  15:12
So, stuck like you can't pull it back out.

Michele  15:15
No, it's just harder to pull out. But it's not a very reliable detection method. But more
importantly, these methods, the skimming and the shimming, they aren't as common as
the news would have you believe. Like, if you Google those two terms, you'll find all kinds
of news reports about, "Oh, skimming is on the rise " and all this stuff. The reason they like
to put that on the news is because there's some physical thing that they can actually
show, whereas, other kinds of hacking there's nothing to show. But, it's actually kind of low
tech, in the sense that the hacker has to show up to the business, the one that has the
credit card swiper, the ATM, and they have to put the cover on, or they have to shove the
little shim in there. And then they have to come back and retrieve it to get the information
or it might be communicating through Bluetooth or something. But you have to be pretty
close to get a Bluetooth signal. And there's only so many machines they can do in a day.
And a lot of these places have cameras, and they might get caught. Or, at least they're
gonna get seen on camera, so it's risky.

Kerry  16:07
So I think we should change our jingle to scamming and shimming, scamming and
shimming.

Michele  16:12
I think that's a great idea. So it's risky, and they can only get so many credit cards. Yeah,
it's a lot easier for hackers to just steal credit cards the old-fashioned way, off the internet.
This is the preferred method these days and the one that is also the hardest to detect.

Kerry  16:30
Why is that?
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Michele  16:31
Well, to understand why we need to take a look back at how credit cards have evolved
over the years. The risks have changed a lot over time. This is the end of this episode, but
it is not the end of this story. Tune in to the next episode to find out more.
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